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Oxford University Press Inc, United States, 2001. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. The myth of the peace-loving noble savage
is persistent and pernicious. Indeed, for the last fifty years, most popular and scholarly works have
agreed that prehistoric warfare was rare, harmless, unimportant, and, like smallpox, a disease of
civilized societies alone. Prehistoric warfare, according to this view, was little more than a ritualized
game, where casualties were limited and the effects of aggression relatively mild. Lawrence Keeley s
groundbreaking War Before Civilization offers a devastating rebuttal to such comfortable myths and
debunks the notion that warfare was introduced to primitive societies through contact with
civilization (an idea he denounces as the pacification of the past ). Building on much fascinating
archeological and historical research and offering an astute comparison of warfare in civilized and
prehistoric societies, from modern European states to the Plains Indians of North America, War
Before Civilization convincingly demonstrates that prehistoric warfare was in fact more deadly,
more frequent, and more ruthless than modern war. To support this point, Keeley provides a wide-
ranging look at warfare and brutality in the prehistoric world. He reveals, for instance,...
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I actually started out reading this article ebook. This is for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Its been developed in an extremely
easy way and it is just after i finished reading this book in which in fact modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- Antonetta Ritchie IV-- Antonetta Ritchie IV

Basically no terms to explain. I have read and so i am certain that i will gonna go through once again once more in the future. I realized this ebook from my
dad and i encouraged this book to discover.
-- Forest Little-- Forest Little
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